Advanced Listening and Speaking through Broadway

Improve your listening and speaking skills through the unique and exciting medium of the Broadway musical theater!

(Level V/VI)
Solve a Musical Mystery

Song by song, piece together the story of a Broadway musical.

- Listen to and analyze each song to discover its meaning.
- Examine the clues to infer the events behind the songs.
- Express and argue your interpretation of the events.
- Put it all together to predict the whole story.
The Mystery Revealed

Your reward:
Discover the truth--

Watch the show on DVD!
Which Musicals?

2-3 weeks of detective work per musical = 3 musicals total.

Musicals studied in past sessions include:

Addams Family
Annie
Chicago
Evita
Hairspray
Les Miserables
The Lion King
Mamma Mia!
Phantom of the Opera
The Producers

*Choice of musicals determined by instructor*
For more information, contact:

Grant Wolf
grantw@udel.edu
831-2704
Office: ELI room 301
OR
Sarah Petersen
ssp@udel.edu
831-7426
Office: 108 E. Main St., room 223a